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4. Rationale:
The CHARGE GWAS working group on venous thromboembolism (VTE), led by Weihong Tang, has found several SNPs related to VTE in whites. The genes include Factor V, ABO, Factor 11, and a few others. The GATE study has reported F11 and RGS7 SNPs associated with VTE in a case control study of African Americans (Austin H et al. J Thromb Haemost 2011;9:489-95), and these warrant replication.

One stated aim of the LITE study renewal was to relate VTE SNPs identified by GWAS in whites to VTE in African Americans (n=220). Although statistical power may be limited, we will do this analysis and consider pooling with the few other studies of VTE in African Americans to enhance power.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

Do several candidate SNPs related to VTE (from CHARGE and GATE) also associate with VTE in African Americans?

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Design: cohort—pooled ARIC and CHS samples (LITE study)

Inclusions: African Americans with SNP data and approval to use DNA. We will not exclude people with prior VTE for this analysis.

SNP data: Measured (or imputed, if necessary and available) SNPs will come from the ARIC GWAS genotyping files. The final set will include the SNPs mentioned above plus a few more identified by the GWAS in whites.

Outcome: validated VTE in LITE

Covariates: baseline age, sex, BMI, smoking, field center, and the first 10 principal components derived from EIGENSTRAT analysis of the AA GWAS data to adjust for population stratification.

Analysis: Examine frequencies of SNPs. Test Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Use standard cohort study analysis methods (e.g., Cox models) relating frequencies of risk alleles to occurrence of VTE.
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